PHYSICS SEMINAR

Ingrid Haugan and Becky Culp

Hamline grads

FRIDAY October 17, 2014

ROOM RSC 11; 2:30 PM TO 4:00 PM

Life after Hamline

Abstract – This is YOUR chance to hear what can happen after graduation from Hamline and YOUR chance to ask questions. Both Ingrid Haugan and Becky Culp will review what was done, what should have been done, what was good, what was not so good regarding their Hamline experience.

Becky Culp is a 2013 Hamline grad from Youngstown Ohio and moved to Lino Lakes MN during high school. At Hamline University, Becky studied physics, competed in Track and Field, and participated in the wind ensemble. She currently is pursuing a Master of Science degree in Electrical Engineering at the University of Minnesota where she is also a teaching assistant. Becky just finished up an internship over the summer at Rockwell Automation where she ran a test track that involved Fault Detection and Data Reporting. She plans to graduate in the spring and to go into industry afterwards.

Ingrid Haugan is also a 2014 Hamline grad double majoring in physics and chemistry originally from New Brighton, MN. She is currently in the Materials Science PhD program at University of Minnesota but not yet in a research group. Right now her goal is to join the Bates and Hillmyer groups, and start her research. In the future she would like to continue in industry.